The LAMBI studies found indications that:

- **Limitless** (L): Less likely to see God as personal?
- **Authoritarian** (A): Less likely to see God as an impersonal cosmic force?
- **Mystical** (M): Less likely to see God as involved in people’s lives?
- **Benevolent** (B): Less likely to be religiously committed (e.g., spend time in prayer, take part in local group)?
- **Ineffable** (I): Less likely to hold that their beliefs contain a fundamental truth about humanity and the Divine, to be followed today as it was in the past, and that this truth is opposed by forces of evil that must be vigorously fought?

- **Limitless** (L): More likely to have an affinity with nature?
- **Authoritarian** (A): More likely to be politically conservative?
- **Mystical** (M): More likely to value universalism (see tolerance and social justice as important)
- **Benevolent** (B): More likely to believe in reincarnation?
- **Ineffable** (I): More likely to value benevolence towards others – being caring and dependable?